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1) This is my #Qanon thread for December 29, 2019
Q posts can be found here:

QMAP: Qanon Drops & POTUS Tweets
Be a part of the Great Awakening. Get real-time Qanon drops and POTUS tweets.
We are the news now!
http://qmap.pub

qanon.news/Q
Android apps:

QMAP: Qanon Drops, Alerts, WWG1WGA Wall and Memes! - Apps on …
From the creators of qmap.pub, here is the official QMAP android mobile app! The
mobile app includes the following features: * Drops: read all of Q's drops in
chronological order * Tweets: read of a…
https://bit.ly/Q-Map

Q Alerts! QAnon Q Drops, Alerts, Research, Share + - Apps on Google …
Q Alerts notifies you quickly when Q Anon makes new drops. It also allows you to
search, browse, share and research QAnon posts and much much more. Q Alerts
is the first and original Q Android app …
https://bit.ly/Q-alerts

My Theme: The Silent War Continues

2) Ever since he promised to drain the swamp, corrupt people in positions of power
around the world have understood that Donald Trump represents an existential
threat to them.

3) Since signing his executive order on corruption and human rights abuse,
thousands of CEOs have resigned from their companies.

4) The removal of rogue CI_A agents from North Korea enabled POTUS to meet with
Chairman Kim for peace talks.

5)There are still problems to be resolved between the U.S. and North Korea.
That fact demonstrates the reality of the battle between good and evil.

6) With the prayers and support of patriots around the world, POTUS has made
progress in removing corruption but there is much work yet to be done.

7) Corrupt politicians have tried to game the system in every way possible to remain
in power.
Q brought up an odd feature about the way California registers voters for its primary.

8) On the outside of the voter registration envelope, the option to register as a
Republican is missing.

9) @SeanPhillipHall posted this image showing the absence of a Republican option
on the outside of the voter registration envelope.

LowestRankedAnon
@SeanPhillipHall

Voters being dis-enfranchised in Shasta County,
California.#VoterFraud@GOPLeader @GOP
@ShastaCountyGOP

4,600 7:50 PM - Dec 9, 2019
6,255 people are talking about this

10) @EatCrowDemoRats posted this image.

Q Hammer Drops Now Q WWG1WGA Q Eat Crow De
@EatCrowDemoRats

My sister got this in #California. No mention of #Republicans, so
this is how #California cheats! Yeah, @realDonaldTrump is the
one trying to cheat in 2020. You #DemoRats are so studpid...I
hope there's never another #DemoRat elected again!
#WalkAway

5,577 5:34 PM - Dec 19, 2019
6,989 people are talking about this

11) What's the purpose?

12) An anon posted these images from @lannymc showing that you can register as a
Republican, but it requires extra steps.

13) The point seems to be to make Republicans jump through extra hoops to register
to vote.
Maybe Dems set it up this way thinking fewer of them would register if the process
was confusing.

14) @AnonMonkeyMan1 posted this video.
Seth Rich was known to have contacted Wikileaks.
DNC emails were transferred.
Seth Rich was murdered with no valuables taken.
Julian Assange said they didn't receive the files from Russia or a state actor.

0:00

15) The truth will come out.

16) Seth Rich did not die in vain.

17) Jullian Assange did everything but come out and say that Seth Rich was the
source for the DNC emails.

0:00

18) The media and corrupt politicians needed a bad guy in the 2016 election.
Russia was a convenient villain that deflected suspicion from them.

19) If U.S intelligence claims the DNC was hacked by Russia despite evidence to the
contrary, it demonstrates that many corrupt people still need to be removed.

20) Removing traitors isn't a fast or easy process, especially those in positions of
power who seem like patriots but aren't [sleepers].

21) Bad actors know POTUS has the goods on them.
The Mueller hoax and the impeachment scam are meant to slow/delay/prevent the
prosecution of corrupt people.

22) Will new articles of impeachment be 'continually' drafted in an effort to prevent
Senate hearings that will expose [D] party corruption and put bad actors behind
bars?

23) Moves & countermoves.
The 'silent' war continues.

24) We can deconstruct the "Russia ruined the 2016 election" narrative by following
the guide provided by Q.
It's worth paying attention to because the media are already tooling up for a "Russia
ruined the election in 2020" narrative.

25) Get ready to be called a Russian bot (again).

26) The Democrat's plan in 2016 was to smear Donald Trump's campaign with false
allegations of colluding with Russia.
The DNC breach and the Steele dossier were the instruments used to accomplish that
objective.

27) Bernie Sanders supporter Seth Rich (SR) learned that the DNC sold Bernie out
and allowed Hillary's campaign to take over the DNC.
Seth Rich then leaked the DNC emails to Wikileaks (WL).

28) Sauce.

👇

Inside Hillary Clinton’s Secret Takeover of the DNC

When I was asked to run the Democratic Party after the Russians hacked our
emails, I stumbled onto a shocking truth about the Clinton campaign.
https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2017/11/02/clinton-brazile-hacks-2016-215774

Lindsey Graham can't schedule hearings if the Senate has an impeachment trial
hanging over their head with no definite date.

Tana
@skylarkhome
Replying to @prayingmedic

I still don't understand how it slows the process for Graham's
Senate hearings.
3 10:36 PM - Dec 29, 2019
See Tana's other Tweets

30) Obama - Hussein
Clapper - DNI DIR>
Brennan - CLOWN DIR>
Other intel assets - CLAS: 1-12>
Google
Crowdstrike
Together concoct a scheme to make it appear as if Russia hacked the DNC emails.
How?
See below.

31) The CI_A Umbrage group uses bits of data as digital fingerprints to give the
appearance that a foreign country engaged in malicious activity when the U.S was the
culprit. This is likely how they set up Russia to take the blame for the DNC leak.

Wikileaks Vault7: CIA Umbrage team, the factory of false flag ops
Wikileaks Vault7 data leak – the Umbrage team was tasked by the Central
Intelligence Agency for false flag hacking operations. WikiLeaks
has obtained thousands of files allegedly originating from a …
https://securityaffairs.co/wordpress/56983/intelligence/wikileaks-vault7-cia-umbrage-te…

32) Google Capital helped fund Crowdstrike's startup.

Google Capital Bets Big on CrowdStrike to Accelerate Hyper-growth »
It was almost four years ago that I co-founded CrowdStrike with intention of
creating a security company that would shake up the industry. Learn more now!
https://www.crowdstrike.com/blog/google-capital-bets-big-on-crowdstrike/

33) Possible scenario:
Crowsdtrike examined the DNC server, & found the CIA's planted Russian computer
code then declared that Russia hacked the DNC server.
The FBI never examined the server and Crowdstrike never filed a final report.

FBI Never Saw CrowdStrike Unredacted or Final Report on Alleged Ru…
The FBI relied on CrowdStrike's "conclusion" to blame Russia for hacking DNC
servers, though the private firm never produced a final report and the FBI never
asked them to, as Ray McGovern explains. …
https://consortiumnews.com/2019/06/17/fbi-never-saw-crowdstrike-unredacted-or-final…

34) Dems have 2 MS-13 members kill (187) Seth Rich.
(187 is the California penal code for murder.)
The MS-13 members are then killed (187) to hide evidence & testimony of what
happened.

35) Debbie Wasserman Schultz (DWS) arranges with FBI & DOJ an "insurance"
policy—a way to remove Donald Trump from office in the event that he is elected.

36) The three-sided figure in Q's posts represents the puppetmasters who control
politicians—the Rothschilds, Saudi Arabia, and George Soros.
In November of 2017, one side of the triangle was removed when corrupt Saudi
princes were arrested.

37) Sauce.

Saudi Arabia Arrests 11 Princes, Including Billionaire Alwaleed bin Talal
The sweeping campaign of arrests appears to be the latest move to consolidate the
power of Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman, the favorite son and top adviser of
King Salman.
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/04/world/middleeast/saudi-arabia-waleed-bin-talal.html

38) The order went out from: George Soros/Rothschilds
To:
Obama - HUSSEIN>
Hillary - HRC>
Loretta Lynch - LL>
James Comey - JC>
Andrew McCabe - AM>
Peter Strzok - PS>
To put in place the "Insurance" policy.

39) And of course, if there was an insurance policy, you can bet the deep state will
deny it to their last breath.

Lisa Page
@NatSecLisa

There was no insurance policy.#2019in5words
21.8K 8:19 PM - Dec 28, 2019
14.6K people are talking about this

40) Chuck Schumer (CS) Nancy Pelosi (NP) Adam Schiff (AS), other elected leaders &
the media accuse Donald Trump of colluding with Russia. Hillary, the DNC and
others pay Christopher Steele to create a dossier that creates false ties between
Trump & Russia.

41) We know from the IG report that the Steele Dossier was the major evidentiary
basis for the warrant to spy on Carter Page.
Page's FISA was used to spy on the entire campaign since FISA puts anyone 3 hops
away from the target under surveillance.

Three degrees of separation: breaking down the NSA's 'hops' surveilla…
The NSA describes anyone a target communicates with directly as 'one hop' away.
So how many people are three 'hops' from you?
https://www.theguardian.com/world/interactive/2013/oct/28/nsa-files-decoded-hops

42) John Podesta, John McCain (No Name) and other politicians are used to give
credibility to the dossier and to get it into the hands of the right people.

43) James Comey (JC) and Loretta Lynch (LL) at the FBI & DOJ take the necessary
steps to get the FISA warrant approved.
Obama is updated via the Presidential Daily Brief.
[2] may indicate multiple FISA warrants (Papadop, Flynn or Manafort).

44) McCain shops the dossier to news outlets.
Buzzfeed publishes it, starting a public narrative that Trump is compromised. That
sets the stage from efforts to remove him.
The intel community illegally spied on Trump, Republicans in Congress and
journalists friendly to them.
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